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Shuttle instability induced by an ac gate in a nanoelectromechanical single-electron transistor
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We theoretically investigate shuttle instability induced by an ac gate in a nanoelectromechanical single-
electron transistor containing a moveable grain. The ac gate causes periodic variations of charge on the grain,
which turn �in the bias field� to driving force of grain vibrations. The forced grain vibrations and related
electron transport show drastic and hysteretic changes for variations of the bias or the gate frequency due to
transitions in transport mechanisms between tunneling and shuttling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the combination of electron transport
and dynamics of nanoscale structures has led to the develop-
ment of a variety of mass and position detection methods in
the quantum limit,1–4 to quantum computation,5 and to nano-
electronics based on single-electron transport.6,7 One of the
pioneering studies of such a nanoelectromechanical system
was described by Gorelik et al.6 Considering a single-
electron transistor �SET� containing a moveable grain, they
suggested the shuttle mechanism in which self-sustained vi-
brations of the grain carry charges between the electrodes.
The shuttle mechanism works when an electromechanical
instability of the grain position �termed as the shuttle insta-
bility� sets in for given strengths of the bias and coupling to
a heat bath.6–8 Otherwise the grain remains around the elec-
tromechanically stable position and tunneling is the domi-
nant transport mechanism as in a conventional SET. Because
of the distinct difference in the transport mechanisms, the
nanoelectromechanical single-electron transistor �NEM-
SET� has transport characteristics peculiar to these shuttle
and tunnel regimes. Switching between the two regimes at
will allows one to exploit the different transport characteris-
tics on a single device, opening up a wealth of applications
for NEM-SET in nanoelectronics.

We found in a previous work9 that a large dc gate voltage
halts the grain vibrations of the NEM-SET and then the
dominant transport mechanism changes from shuttling to
tunneling. The shuttle mechanism reversibly recovers after
turning off the dc gate. This switching mechanism is passive
since the dc gate simply regulates energy pumping from the
bias field to the grain vibrations; the dc gate cannot therefore
excite the grain vibrations in the tunnel regime.

In contrast to the dc gate, an ac gate is able to drive grain
vibrations in the tunnel regime because periodic changes in
the number of electrons on the grain caused by the ac gate
convert, in the bias field, to alternate electrostatic force that
drives the grain vibrations. The electrostatic force is actually
composed of not only a periodic component with the gate
frequency but also a random one due to stochastic electron
tunneling. The latter causes intrinsic damping of grain
vibrations;10 however, the former plays a dominant role in
driving the grain vibrations. Provided that the forced grain
vibrations trigger the shuttle mechanism, the current will be
proportional to the gate frequency and then the current is

controllable through the tunable gate frequency. In addition,
the current noise is expected to be low.8,11–13 In spite of these
important advances in the field, the induction of shuttle in-
stability by the ac gate and change in the related current and
noise properties are not well understood. In the present study,
we investigate theoretically the induction of the shuttle insta-
bility by the ac gate and related transport properties in a
classical NEM-SET.

The present paper is planned as follows: In Sec. II, a
model of the NEM-SET is given. We also give in this section
the formalism for electron tunneling and grain dynamics.
Considering two extreme cases of grain vibrations, we inves-
tigate the transitions between shuttling and tunneling in Sec.
III. In Sec. IV, we illustrate that the transitions in the grain
dynamics take place for variations of bias or of gate fre-
quency. Changes in current and noise related to the transi-
tions are investigated in Sec. V. A summary is given in
Sec. VI.

II. MODEL AND FORMALISM

The NEM-SET under consideration contains a classical
grain of mass m confined in a harmonic potential of fre-
quency �0 �Fig. 1�. The Hamiltonian of the grain reads

Hv,n =
p2

2m
+

m�0
2

2
x2 + �− e�xEbn , �1�

where Eb��0� is the bias electric field, e��0� is the elemen-
tary charge, and n is the excess number of electrons on the
grain with respect to the electrically neutral state. Electron
transport in the NEM-SET is owing to single-electron tun-
neling and n changes by one for each tunneling event. We
investigate the case in which only the two states with n=0
and 1 are involved in transport at T=0 K.

x

V
V

Eb

g

FIG. 1. Model of a NEM-SET. The dashed curve indicates the
harmonic confining potential of the grain.
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We are interested in current and noise properties related to
the grain dynamics. The transport properties can be derived
from the number of charges transferred to the drain14 and
then we introduce the probability P�N��t� that N electrons
passed to the drain, where the tunneling begins at t=0. The
probability also depends on the grain position x, momentum
p, and the number n of electrons on the grain and the change
of the N-resolved subprobability distribution Pn

�N��x , p , t� is
described by the following Klein-Kramers equation15 con-
taining tunneling terms:

�

�t
P0

�N��x,p,t� = �Hv,0,P0
�N��x,p,t�� + iLdissP0

�N��x,p,t�

− �Le−2x/�P0
�N��x,p,t� + �Re2x/�P1

�N−1��x,p,t� ,

�2�

�

�t
P1

�N��x,p,t� = �Hv,1,P1
�N��x,p,t�� + iLdissP1

�N��x,p,t�

+ �Le−2x/�P0
�N��x,p,t� − �Re2x/�P1

�N��x,p,t� .

�3�

In Eqs. �2� and �3�, �· , ·� indicates the Poisson bracket and
iLdiss is the Liouville operator representing energy dissipa-
tion;

iLdiss = 2��

�

�p
p + D

�2

�p2 , �4�

where �� is the energy dissipation coefficient due to cou-
pling with a heat bath. The diffusion constant D is given by
D=��mkBT at temperature T so that the distribution function
exhibits the Boltzmann distribution at the thermal equilib-
rium state. �L�R� is the tunneling rate between the left �right�
lead and the grain, which are given below, and e�2x/� is the
modulation of the tunneling rates due to the grain motion,
where � is a typical length of tunneling.

The subprobability distribution Pn�x , p , t� is given by

Pn�x,p,t� = �
N=0

�

Pn
�N��x,p,t� , �5�

which is useful for taking an average of observable A�x , p� in
the phase space as

�A��t� = �
n
� � A�x,p�Pn�x,p,t�dxdp . �6�

The probability Pn that n electrons are on the grain is derived
as

Pn�t� =� � Pn�x,p,t�dxdp . �7�

Here we also introduce Sn defined by

Sn�t� =� � �
N=1

�

NPn
�N��x,p,t�dxdp , �8�

which is useful for evaluating current and noise below.

Taking the average of the grain position and momentum
using Eqs. �2�, �3�, and �6�, we have the equation of
motion of the grain. We introduce here the dimensionless
position 	 in a unit of the characteristic tunneling length �;
�x�=��	+ 


2 �. Here 
 is a coupling constant between the elec-
tric system and the grain dynamics, which is defined by the
ratio of electrostatic force to mechanical restoring force as


 =
eEb

m�0
2�

. �9�


� is equal to the static grain position for n=1 and the origin
of 	 is put at the midpoint between the stable positions for
n=0 and 1. The equation of motion of the grain yields, in
terms of the dimensionless variables,

	̈ + 2��	̇ + �0
2	 = �0

2
	�n� −
1

2

 . �10�

The expectation value of n is equal to P1, i.e.,

�n� = P1 �11�

since we consider only the states with n=0 and 1 in the
present work.

Integrating Eqs. �2� and �3� over the phase space and sum-
ming up with respect to N, we have the master equation for
Pn. For derivation of equation of motion of Sn, we multiply
Eqs. �2� and �3� by N, integrate them in the phase space, and
sum up with respect to N in the same way. Although
Pn

�N��x , p , t� distributes in the phase space, the distribution
has a sharp peak in the phase space at T=0 K because the
diffusion term disappears. In that case, we may approximate
that e�2x/��e��2	+
�. Hence Pn and Sn obey the following
master equation with the initial condition Sn�0�=0 since
Pn

�N��x , p , t=0�=0 for N�0:

Ṙ0 = − �Le−2	R0 + �Re2	�R1 + �0,P1�T , �12�

Ṙ1 = �Le−2	R0 − �Re2	R1, �13�

where Rn��Pn ,Sn�T and we redefine �Le−
 by �L and �Re


by �R, respectively.
Based on the orthodox theory, we derive the tunneling

rates �L and �R as

�R =
1

e2RT
F�E + eVG� , �14�

�L =
1

e2RT
F�eV − E − eVG� , �15�

where RT is the tunnel resistance between the electrode and
the grain for 	=0. E is the charging energy of the system;
E= e2

2C . C is the capacitance of the system, which is composed
of that between the grain and the gate and that between the
grain and electrodes. Because of the grain vibrations, the
latter depends on the grain position and then the total capaci-
tance has the grain position dependence. The vibration am-
plitude of the grain will become an order of � since the
driving force switches the direction for each electron tunnel-
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ing. � is comparable to or smaller than 1 Å from the work
function of metals such as gold. On the other hand, suppos-
ing that the gap between the electrodes is comparable to or
larger than 1 nm,16 the ratio of the vibrational amplitude to
the gap between the electrodes is an order of 0.1 at most.
Considering that the modulation of the total capacitance C is
small, we put C as a constant in this work. In Eqs. �14� and
�15�, F��E� yields F��E�=�E ���E� at T=0 K, where
��x� is the Heaviside step function. We set eV=2E and as-
sume a sinusoidally varying gate voltage at frequency �G.
The ac gate alternately raises and lowers both the energy
levels for n=0 and 1, which are, however, limited between
the Fermi levels of the source and drain, i.e., −EeVGE to
prevent the current from flowing against the voltage bias at
T=0 K. Putting �= 1

RTC and introducing the dimensionless

gate amplitude UG�t�=
eVG�t�

E , we set �L,R as

�L,R =
�

2
�1 � UG�t� , �16�

where UG is restricted in the region 0 �UG�1. The peri-
odic variations of �R,L at �G induce periodic changes at the
same frequency in the number of electrons on the grain,
which converts in the bias to electrostatic force driving the
grain vibrations.

The current and noise are obtained in terms of Pn and Sn.
The expectation value of the total charge Q transferred to the
drain within time interval t is given by

��Q�t��� = − e�S0�t� + S1�t� �17�

and then the current is estimated as

I = − lim
x→�

��Q�t���
t

. �18�

The zero-frequency noise power spectrum S�0� is derived by
using the charge fluctuation �Q2 in the large time limit as

S�0� = lim
x→�

2

t
�Q2�t� �19�

and the Fano factor F is defined by

F =
S�0�
2eI

. �20�

The charge fluctuation �Q2 is obtained from the time deriva-
tive of �Q2 given by

d

dt
�Q2 = e2�2�Re2	S1 + �Re2	P1�1 − 2�S0 + S1�� . �21�

III. SHUTTLE INSTABILITY

We derive a balance equation of vibrational energy, with
which we investigate occurrence of the shuttle instability.
Considering that the grain vibrates at �G, we express the
grain displacement as

	 = X sin �Gt . �22�

Allowing that the amplitude X varies slowly in comparison
with �G and putting Eq. �22� into Eq. �10�, we have

2�GẊ cos �Gt + 2���GX cos �Gt + ��0
2 − �G

2 �X sin �Gt

+ 2��
˙Ẋ sin �Gt = �0

2
	P1 −
1

2

 , �23�

where the term containing Ẍ is ignored. Multiplying Eq. �23�
by cos �Gt and integrating over a time interval 2�

�G
, we have

2�GẊ = − 2���GX + �0
2
��G

�
�

0

2�/�G

cos �Gt	P1 −
1

2

dt� .

�24�

Here we define the vibration energy E of the grain by the
squared velocity as

E = 	�G

�0

2

X2. �25�

Multiplying Eq. �24� by
�G

�0
3 X, we obtain the balance equation

of E;

1

�0
Ė = − 2

��

�0
E + W�E� . �26�

The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. �26� denotes
energy dissipation to the heat bath and the second term de-
notes the energy pumped from the bias field defined by

W�E� =

�G

�
�

0

2�/�G

cos �Gt	P1 −
1

2

dt�E . �27�

A steady vibrational state appears when the first term and
second one are balanced.

We apply Eq. �26� to two extreme cases: small vibrations
and large ones. For X�1, the grain motion will affect little
occurrence of electron tunneling and then the electron tun-
neling is stochastic as in a SET containing an immobile grain
or the conventional SET. Putting 	=0 and P0=1− P1 and
solving Eq. �13�, P1 is obtained as

P1 =
1

2
+ UG

0 cos �1 sin��Gt + �� . �28�

P1 is in advance of the grain vibrations �22� by �, which is
determined from Eq. �10� as

� = tan−1 2�G��

�0
2 − �G

2 . �29�

For the derivation of P1, UG is put as

UG = UG
0 sin��Gt + �1 + �� , �30�

where �1 is a phase difference between the ac gate and P1,
which is given by

�1 = tan−1�G

�
. �31�

Substituting Eq. �28� into Eq. �27�, we obtain the pumped
energy Wsto for stochastic tunneling as
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Wsto =
UG

0 �

��G
2 + �2


���G
�E

�4��
2 �G

2 + ��0
2 − �G

2 �2
. �32�

Because Wsto��E, there is always a steady vibrational state
satisfying Eq. �26� even if E is very small, in contrast to the
NEM-SET in the absence of the ac gate,7,9 in which W�E� is
expanded in a power series of E. The vibrational energy
satisfying Eq. �26� yields

Esto =
UG

02

4

�2

�G
2 + �2


2�0
2�G

2

4��
2 �G

2 + ��0
2 − �G

2 �2 . �33�

On the other hand, for X�1, tunneling will occur quickly at
a high probability when the grain approaches the electrodes
because of the exponential dependence on 	 in the tunnel
rates. Since it is hard to obtain analytically P0 and P1 from
the master equation, we suppose that P0 and P1 vary comple-
mentarily between 0 and 1 like a telegraph signal, consider-
ing the coherent tunneling. Using the Fourier transform, we
describe P1 as

P1 �
1

2
+ �

n=1

�
2

�2n − 1��
sin��2n − 1���Gt + �� . �34�

As readily understood from Eq. �27�, only the fundamental
frequency component of �G in Eq. �34� contributes to the
integral of pumped energy. Hence, the pumped energy Wcoh
using Eq. �34� becomes

Wcoh =
4

�


�G��
�E

�4��
2 �G

2 + ��0
2 − �G

2 �2
, �35�

and the energy at the steady vibrational state yields

Ecoh =
4

�2


2�0
2�G

2

4��
2 �G

2 + ��0
2 − �G

2 �2 . �36�

Supposing that the grain carries electrons between the elec-
trodes like shuttling, the phase � should be ideally �

2 from
Eqs. �22� and �34�. On the other hand, � becomes �

2 when
�G=�0 from the gate frequency dependence of � �Eq. �29�.
The amplitude X becomes large at the gate frequency be-
cause the grain vibrations resonate as we presupposed that
X�1 for the coherent tunneling. Hence, the shuttling in-
duced by the ac gate is expected to occur when the grain
vibrations resonate.

It is obvious mathematically that Wsto is always smaller
than Wcoh since 0�UG

0 1 and �
��G

2 +�2 �1. The difference in

magnitude of W stems from that the energy pumping in the
latter is more effective than the former because the electro-
static force pushing the charged grain is almost constant in
proportion to �n� in the middle region between the electrodes
in the latter, whereas the force changes in phase with the
grain motion in the former. As X increases, the charge on the
grain or the force acting on the grain will switch gradually
from simple sinusoidal variations to variations similar to a
telegraph signal. Accordingly, the pumped energy W�E� be-
comes larger than Wsto in the intermediate region of X
�O�1� and transfers to Wcoh. Supposing a smooth variation
of W�E� between Wsto and Wcoh, we speculate that a line

connecting Wsto and Wcoh becomes a step as shown in Fig. 2.
As mentioned above, the steady states appear when W�E�
balances with 2

��

�0
E. Figure 2 shows a case that W�E� inter-

sects with 2
��

�0
E at four different energies including E=0,

which are denoted by the open and solid circles. The open
circles labeled A and B indicate two steady states, which are
stable for fluctuations in E, whereas the solid circles indicate
unstable states.

As Eqs. �32� and �35� show clearly, W�E� increases in
proportion to 
 in the entire region of E. The state A and the
unstable solution between the states A and B get closer and
merge in energy as 
 increases. The state A disappears for
further increase in 
, which causes a transition to the state B.
Once the state A disappears, the grain vibration energy be-
gins to increase, whose rate is proportional to the energy
difference W�E�−2

��

�0
E. The rate is very low at the onset of

the transition since the energy difference is small, but the
grain vibrations soon grow rapidly and the amplitude X
bursts. The transition completes when the pumped energy is
balanced with the energy dissipation and eventually, the vi-
brational state becomes the state B. Such a transition is also
anticipated for variations of the gate frequency since Eqs.
�32� and �35� have maximum magnitude at the resonance
frequency. On the other hand, the state B disappears with
decreasing 
 or shifting �G far from �0 and then there is
only the state A in that case. The transition from the state B
to state A occurs due to energy dissipation. When there are
two steady states as shown in Fig. 2, either of the two states
is realized, depending on the preceding state. Hence, the
changes of 
 and/or �G cause hysteretic transitions between
the states A and B.

The shuttle instability in the absence of gate means dis-
appearance of the electromechanical stable grain position
and the simultaneous transition to self-sustained grain vibra-
tions with coherent tunneling. In this study, we regard the
disappearance of the state A and the transition to the state B
as the shuttle instability in the presence of the ac gate.

We attempt to derive the threshold magnitude of 
 for the
shuttle instability induced by the ac gate, at which the state A
and an unstable state coincide in energy as mentioned above.

W
(E
)

Wsto
Wcoh

E
E sto E coh

A

B

FIG. 2. Schematic of pumped energy W�E� versus vibrational
energy E. The solid line indicates that W�E� changes from Wsto to
Wcoh with increasing E. Intersections of W�E� with the energy dis-

sipation 2
��

�0
E �dot-long-dashed line� give the solutions of Eq. �26�,

which are represented by the open and solid circles. Esto and Ecoh

indicate the intersections of Wsto and Wcoh with 2
��

�0
E, respectively.
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As discussed above, P0 and P1 are almost independent of the
amplitude X for X�1 and the resultant pumped energy W�E�
has the �E dependence. However, W�E� deviates from the
�E dependence as the grain vibrations develop since the de-
pendence of Pn on X becomes significant. Expanding the
probabilities P0�=1− P1� and P1 and the factors e�2	 of the
tunneling rates in Eq. �13� into a power series of X as

P1 =
1

2
+ R0 + R1X + R2X2 + . . . , �37�

e�2	 = 1 � 2X sin �Gt + 2X2 sin2 �Gt + . . . , �38�

we have the master equations for each order of X as

Ṙ0 = − �R0 +
1

2
�UG, �39�

Ṙ1 = − �R1 + ��2R0UG − 1�sin �Gt , �40�

Ṙ2 = − �R2 + ��2R1UG sin �Gt − 2R0 sin2 �Gt

+ UG sin2 �Gt� , �41�

up to the second order of X. We put the ac gate as

UG�t� = UG
0 sin��Gt + � + �� , �42�

where � is the phase difference at E between the ac gate and
P1, which reduces to �1 for E=0 as discussed in Eqs. �30�
and �31� for Wsto. The solutions of Eqs. �39�–�41� for n=0, 1,
and 2 yield

Rn�t� = Sn sin��Gt + �� + Cn cos��Gt + �� + harmonic terms,

�43�

where the coefficients Cn and Sn depend on �, �, �G, and �,
which are given in the Appendix. Putting Eq. �43� into Eq.
�37�, we obtain P1;

P1�t� =
1

2
+ P1

s sin��Gt + �� + P1
c cos��Gt + �� , �44�

where

P1
s = S0 +

�0

�G
S1

�E + 	 �0

�G

2

S2E , �45�

P1
c = C0 +

�0

�G
C1

�E + 	 �0

�G

2

C2E . �46�

In Eqs. �45� and �46�, X is substituted by
�0

�G
�E. We exclude

the harmonic terms in Eq. �44� since the harmonic terms
affect the grain dynamics little, in particular, at the resonance
�G=�0. Because the phase difference between 	 and P1 is �,
P1

c must vanish;

P1
c = 0. �47�

The phase � introduced in Eq. �42� is determined so that Eq.
�47� is satisfied at a given E. Because Sn and Cn depend on �,
the coefficients depend on E via � �Fig. 3� although we pre-

supposed in Eq. �37� that Rn’s are independent of X or E.
Because of that, tentatively supposing in the following that
Sn and Cn are constant, we continue the analysis.

Substituting Eq. �44� with Eq. �47� into Eq. �27�, we ob-
tain W�E� as

W�E� = 
�A0
�E + A1E + A2E3/2� , �48�

where An is defined by

An = 	 �0

�G

n��G

�
�

0

2�/�G

cos �Gt Rndt� = 	 �0

�G

n

Sn sin � .

�49�

Putting Eq. �48� into Eq. �26�, we have an equation to give
energy E at a steady state;


�A0
�E + A1E + A2E3/2� − 2

��

�0
E = 0. �50�

Solving Eq. �50�, we obtain

�E� =
− �
A1 − 2

��

�0
� � ��
A1 − 2

��

�0
�2

− 4
2A0A2

2A2
.

�51�

E− is the energy of state A and the state belonging to E+ is
unstable for energy fluctuations as mentioned above. The
state A becomes unstable when E− and E+ merge. In other
words, 2

��

�0
E becomes a tangent line of W�E�. The condition

on 
 that W�E� has the tangent line is

2
��

�0
− 
A1 = 2
�A0A2, �52�

from which 
 for the instability is derived as

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0
0.300.250.200.150.100.050.00

E

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

θ

θ
S0
S1
S2

FIG. 3. The E dependence of �, S0, S1, and S2. Used parameters
are UG

0 =1, �
�0

=0.1, and �G=�0.
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shuttle = 2
��

�0

1

A1 + 2�A0A2

= 2
��

�G

1

S1 + 2�S0S2

1

sin �
.

�53�

The energy E− at which the transition from the state A to
state B occurs becomes

E− = �2
��

�G

�S0

S2

1

S1 + 2�S0S2
�2 1

sin2 �
. �54�

These results tell that 
shuttle depends on the gate frequency
via the phase � and becomes minimum when �= �

2 or �G
=�0. On the other hand, 
shuttle increases at the off-resonance
frequency and the transition is hard to occur.

In order to obtain 
shuttle more quantitatively, we numeri-
cally evaluate W�E�. We integrate the master equation �13�,
putting the ac gate as Eq. �42�. The phase � is adjusted so
that the resultant P1 contains the only term of sin��Gt+��.
Substituting P1 into Eq. �27� and numerically integrating, we
have W�E�. The resultant 1


W�E� is plotted for UG
0 =1,

�
�0

=0.1, and �G=�0 with the thick solid line in Fig. 4. The
dotted curve in Fig. 4 indicates 1


W�E� estimated from Eq.
�48� with the phase � adjusted to meet Eq. �47� �Fig. 3� for
the same set of parameters. The disagreement in magnitude
between Eq. �48� and the numerically obtained W�E� indi-
cates that the excluded terms from Eq. �48� are significant
even in the region of E�0.1.

Since 1

W�E� is independent of 
, the appearance and dis-

appearance of steady states depend on the slope of the energy
dissipation described by L=2

��

�0

−1E. As discussed above, L

becomes a tangent line of W�E� for the shuttle instability.
Two tangent lines, L1=2

��

�0

1

−1E and L2=2
��

�0

2

−1E, for W�E�
are plotted with the dot-long-dashed lines in Fig. 4, whose
slopes are 2

��

�0

1

−1=0.266 and 2
��

�0

2

−1=0.239, respectively.
The contact points of W�E� with each line are denoted by the
arrows labeled as T1 and T2 and the intersections by those are

labeled as I1 and I2, respectively. The shuttle instability oc-
curs when T2 disappears and then 
shuttle becomes 
2

=8.368
��

�0
. On the other hand, 
 for transition from T1 to I1

becomes 
1=7.519
��

�0
. These 
’s are proportional to

��

�0
and

become, for example, 
1=0.752 and 
shuttle=
2=0.837 in
case of

��

�0
=0.1. The coupling constants 
1 and 
2 agree well

with those obtained from simulations performed below.

IV. TRANSITIONS BETWEEN VIBRATIONAL
STATES

We confirm the hysteretic transitions in the grain dynam-
ics, solving numerically Eqs. �10�, �12�, �13�, and �16�,
where we put the ac gate as UG=UG

0 sin �Gt by means of the
Runge-Kutta method of fourth order.

To begin with, we investigate the transitions in the ab-
sence of gate, i.e., for UG

0 =0. Here � and �� are put
�

�0
=0.1 and

��

�0
=0.1, respectively. Figure 5 shows E versus 


for UG
0 =0 and that for UG

0 =1 at �G=�0. For UG
0 =0, E jumps

up from zero to a finite magnitude at 
=1.53 with increasing

 �not shown in Fig. 5�. On the other hand, the energy drops
off to zero at 
s�=0.86� with decreasing 
, below which no
self-sustained vibration occurs and then the NEM-SET is in
the tunnel regime.

The transitions induced by the ac gate are confirmed for
UG

0 =1 at �G=�0. There is a jump in E at 
��=0.84� with
increasing 
 and a drop off in E at 
��=0.76� with decreasing

, respectively. We label the characteristic 
’s as 
� and 
�

to discriminate from 
1 and 
2 predicted numerically in Sec.
III. It is obvious that 
� and 
� correspond to 
1 and 
2,
respectively, and they show excellent agreement. Hence, we
confirm that W�E� in Fig. 4 provides precise information on
the transitions. The hysteretic transitions are also shown on a
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FIG. 4. The log-log plot of 1

W�E� versus E at �G=�0 for

UG
0 =1. The dashed lines indicate 1


Wsto and 1

Wcoh, respectively.

Tn and In �n=1 and 2� indicate the contact points and intersection
points between 1


W�E� and the tangent lines L1 and L2

�dot-long-dashed lines�. The energy at each point is EI1
=0.14 at I1,

ET1
=2.24 at T1, EI2

=5.62 at I2, and ET2
=0.42 at T2.
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log-log plot �solid line� in the inset, where the lower and
higher dashed lines indicate Esto and Ecoh for �G=�0, mani-
festing that the transitions occur between Esto and Ecoh. Thus,
the ac gate gives rise to the shuttle instability at 
�, which is
lower than 
s or in the tunnel regime in the absence of gate,
and the steady state changes from A to B and vice versa at

�.

Another solid line in the inset of Fig. 5 is E versus 
 for
�G=0.5�0, which agrees completely with Esto estimated for
�G=0.5�0. It does not show a transition from Esto to Ecoh
even if 
�
s since energy pumping from the bias is limited
because of the off-resonance gate frequency, as understood
from Eqs. �32�, �35�, �53�, and �54�.

The results for �G=�0 and 0.5�0 demonstrate that the ac
gate not only causes shuttling but also restrains shuttling,
depending on the gate frequency. In order to investigate fur-
ther the gate frequency dependence of the transitions, we
plot E versus �G for 
=0.8 and 0.85 around �0 in Fig. 6.
The dashed lines in Fig. 6 are Esto and Ecoh for 
=0.80 and
0.85. Ecoh is common to both magnitudes of 
, whereas the
lower and higher dashed lines of Esto denote the energy for

=0.8 and for 
=0.85, respectively. The hysteretic transi-
tions between Esto and Ecoh occur in the narrow gate fre-
quency region of �G��0 for 
=0.85, which indicates that
W�E� reduces quickly as �G moves from �0 and that it is
necessary to raise 
 to keep shuttling at the off-resonance
gate frequency. In contrast to 
=0.85, the ac gate does not
cause a transition toEcoh for 
=0.80 even at �G=�0, al-
though E becomes five times as large as Esto at the resonance
frequency.

V. CURRENT AND NOISE PROPERTIES

The transitions between tunneling and shuttling cause
drastic changes in the transport properties. Figure 7 shows
the current I and the Fano factor F versus �G for 
=0.80 and
0.85. For 
=0.85, the current shows discontinuous and hys-
teretic changes with respect to �G correspondingly to the
changes in E in Fig. 6. The current due to shuttling agrees
well with the ideal shuttle current

Ish =
e�G

2�
, �55�

assuming that one electron is transferred within an oscilla-
tion of the ac gate and the Fano factor becomes very small
because of the coherent tunneling.

In contrast, the current for 
=0.80 shows a smooth peak
at �G=�0, which is brought by the resonance of the grain
vibrations. The peak height is, however, much smaller than
Ish, which means that electron tunneling does not always take
place within every period of grain vibrations, leading to cur-
rent noise. The Fano factor is approximately 0.5 even at the
resonance frequency. The amplitude is at most X��0.2 at
the resonance frequency from Fig. 6, indicating that the grain
motion affects the electron tunneling little. Supposing a static
grain at 	=0 in the SET, the Fano factor is given by F=1
−2

�L�R

��L+�R�2 . For a symmetric case, i.e., �L=�R, the Fano fac-

tor becomes F= 1
2 , which is smaller than 1 since electron

tunneling is regulated by the occupation of electron on the
grain. Hence, the Fano factor for 
=0.8 indicates that the
tunneling remains as stochastic as in the conventional SETs.

VI. SUMMARY

We theoretically investigated the ac gate effects on the
grain dynamics and related electron transport in the NEM-
SET containing a moveable grain and showed that the shuttle
instability is induced by the ac gate. The ac gate affects the
electron transport in the device directly and indirectly; the
direct effect is to regulate electron tunneling between the
electrodes and the grain, which is the same as in the conven-
tional SETs. As a consequence, the charge on the grain
changes periodically at the gate frequency, giving rise to
driving force of grain vibrations. The forced grain vibrations
modify the electron transport in the device, which is the in-
direct effect of the ac gate. For small grain vibrations, the
transport in the device is, however, affected little by the grain
vibrations and then it is attributed to stochastic electron tun-
neling as in the conventional SETs. On the other hand, for
large grain vibrations, electron tunneling occurs coherently
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FIG. 6. Vibration energy E versus �G for 
=0.80 �thin line� and
0.85 �thick line�. The dashed lines denote Ecoh and Esto. The lower
and higher dashed lines of Esto are estimated for 
=0.80 and 0.85,
respectively. The arrows indicate the hysteretic transition of E for
variation of �G.
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hysteretic transitions of I and F, corresponding to those in Fig. 6.
The long-dashed line indicates the current Ish.
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when the grain approaches the electrodes and electrons are
carried by the grain motion �shuttling�. The current is pro-
portional to the gate frequency and current noise is extremely
suppressed in contrast to the former, which are the charac-
teristics of shuttle current. Thus, the transport in the device
remarkably depends on the grain vibrations.

We studied a switching mechanism between the small and
large grain vibrations in order to control the transport mecha-
nisms. On the basis of the balance equation of vibration en-
ergy, we predicted occurrence of drastic and hysteretic tran-
sitions in the grain vibrations as well as in the transport
mechanisms at certain magnitudes of the coupling constant

. The numerical simulations demonstrate the hysteretic
transitions in the grain vibrations and in the transport prop-
erties, manifesting that the ac gate gives rise to shuttling. On
the other hand, it is found that the ac gate at off-resonance
frequency restrains shuttling even in the shuttle regime in the
absence of the gate, then there is no drastic change in the
transport properties. Hence, we conclude that the ac gate can
actively switch the transport mechanisms in the NEM-SET
between tunneling and shuttling, by tuning the gate fre-
quency and 
, regardless of the regimes in the absence of the
gate. Thus, the grain dynamics and transport properties are
controllable by the ac gate and then the findings of this work
will provide a different mechanism for device applications
such as sensors, switching devices, and so on in nanoelec-
tronics.

Finally we propose a feasible NEM-SET that shows the
shuttle instability. Bates et al.17 fabricated a nanowire made
of gold spheres 15 nm in diameter, which are linked to each
other and to electrodes by biomolecules such as DNAs and
RNAs. They found that the transport in the nanowire is af-
fected by grain vibrations. We consider a NEM-SET using
the gold sphere, which is fabricated in the same method and
estimate the capacitance and charging energy as C
=4��0 R=0.834 aF, where �0 is the dielectric constant and
e2

2C =1.53�10−20 J. In the estimation, we ignore the effects
from the substrate or biomolecules on the effective dielectric
constant and put the effective dielectric constant to be 1. We
set the bias voltage as V= 2E

e =0.19 V and estimate
��0.09 nm from the work function of gold �5.1 eV�. Con-
sidering the shuttle instability induced by the ac gate, we put

2=0.85 provided that �

�0
=0.1. Assuming the gap between

the electrodes to be d=4R, the stiffness constant of the link-
age becomes, from Eq. �9�,

m�0
2 =

eV


2d�
= 0.013 N m−2. �56�

In contrast to the electronic characteristics, the dynamics of
the grain depends on the mechanical properties of the mate-
rial and structure of the linkage between the grain and elec-
trodes. The strength of the linkage will be adjusted to meet
the strength �56� by suitably choosing the material and by
configuring the linkages. Using the mass density of gold
��=19.3�103 kg m−3�, �0 reads

�0 = 0.623 � 109 rad s−1. �57�

The natural frequency is in the subgigahertz region and it is
experimentally possible to tune the gate frequency to the

natural frequency. Thus, fabrication of the NEM-SET and the
induction of the shuttle instability by the ac gate are possible
with existing technologies. Experimental observations of the
transitions in the grain dynamics as well as in the transport
properties are expected.
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APPENDIX: COEFFICIENTS Sn AND Cn OF Eq. (43)

Solving Eqs. �39� and �40�, we obtain

R0 =
1

2
UG

0 cos��1�sin��t + � + � − �1� , �A1�

R1 =
1

4
�2 cos3 �1 sin��t − �1�

+ cos2 �1 sin��t + 2� + 2� − 2�1�

− cos �1cos �3 sin�3�t + 2� + 2� − �1 − �3�UG
02

− cos �1 sin��t − �1� . �A2�

Putting Eqs. �A1� and �A2� into Eq. �41�, R2 is also obtained
analytically, although it is not shown because the result is
redundant and it is hard to express R2 in a concise form. The
coefficients Sn and Cn �n=0, 1, and 2� are derived using the
solution of Eqs. �A1� and �A2� and R2 as

S0 =
UG

0

2
cos �1 cos�� − �1� , �A3�

C0 =
UG

0

2
cos �1 sin�� − �1� , �A4�

S1 = −
UG

02

2
cos2 �1 sin � cos�� − 2�1� +

1

2
sin 2�1,

�A5�

C1 = −
UG

02

2
cos2 �1�sin � sin�� − 2�1� +

1

2
� +

1

2
cos�2�1� +

1

2
,

�A6�
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S2 =
UG

03

64
�− cos�3� − 6�1� − 3 cos�3� − 4�1� − 3 cos�3� − 2�1� − cos�3�� + 2 cos�� − 6�1� + 8 cos�� − 4�1� + 11 cos�� − 2�1�

+ 5 cos��� − 2 cos�� + 2�1� − 3 cos�� + 4�1� − cos�� + 6�1� + cos�2�3 − �� + 2 cos�2�1 + 2�3 − �� + cos�4�1 + 2�3 − ��

+
UG

0

16
�− 4 cos�� − 4�1� − 5 cos�� − 2�1� − 2 cos��� + cos�� + 2�1� + 2 cos�� + 4�1� , �A7�

C2 =
UG

03

64
�− sin�3� − 6�1� − 3 sin�3� − 4�1� − 3 sin�3� − 2�1� − sin�3�� + 2 sin�� − 6�1� + 10 sin�� − 4�1� + 19 sin�� − 2�1�

+ 19 sin��� + 12 sin�� + 2�1� + 5 sin�� + 4�1� + sin�� + 6�1� − sin�2�3 − �� − 2 sin�2�1 + 2�3 − �� − sin�4�1 + 2�3 − ��

+
UG

0

16
�− 4 sin�� − 4�1� − 7 sin�� − 2�1� − 6 sin��� − 5 sin�� + 2�1� − 2 sin�� + 4�1� . �A8�

Here we put

� =
�

2
, �A9�

�n = tan−1n�G

�
. �A10�
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